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Abstract: The recent success of calculated quantum energy states and the overlap matrix elements for ∆K=±1, prompted 
out that similar calculation should be available to spectroscopists as well as “Radio Astronomy.” Hence, in this paper an 
internal axis method Hamiltonian model has been applied to evaluate the torsional-rotational energy levels as a function of 
the rotational angular momentum of asymmetrically mono-deuterated methyl alcohol (CH2DOD) using molecular 
parameters previously obtained by observed microwave transitions [1-6]. The observed microwave transition frequencies 
have also been fitted to an energy expansion model, which allowed accurate predictions of yet unobserved transition 
frequencies with microwave accuracy. These values are independent of the Hamiltonian model used and will prove 
valuable for astrophysical detection. The overlap matrix elements between various torsional sub-levels up to the 15th 
torsional vibrational states and the order and values of the energy values would a valuable commodity for example to 
“Column Density” in interstellar medium [7].  
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Methyl alcohol-D1-OD (CH2DOD) molecule can undergo large amplitude internal rotation in which the OD-group 
undergoes torsional oscillations with respect to the quasi symmetric methyl top (-CH2D). Although this molecule has been 
studied mostly in the Microwave (MW) region but is should have its own characteristics torsional-rotational spectra. We 
presented similar calculations for (CH2DOH) [7] and found that even though the energy levels calculated may differ from 
the actual maximum up to about ± 10 cm-1 but found no problem identifying the spectral assignments without much 
difficulty. It was found that the calculated of torsional overlap matrix elements for ∆K=±1 transitions were a big clue to 
which transitions should be searched for, since the strength of the line is proportional to the squire of these elements among 
other things. Recent findings of new optically pumped Far Infrared (FIR) laser lines [8-13] and to give laboratory support 
for astronomical detection [14-15], calls for a thorough spectral study in the FIR and IR regions of the spectra. This 
molecule with heavier framework (-OD) possess more general asymmetry in the molecule apart from the methanol-D1 [8] 
type to torsional barrier effect. 
 
In this work an Internal Axis Method (IAM) Hamiltonian method [8] has been applied to evaluate the torsional-rotational 
molecular quantum states of the singly substituted methyl alcohol-D1-OD (CH2DOD) and the overlap integral representing 
torsional transition strength for ∆K=±1 for a wide range of quantum states are calculated The improved molecular 
parameters of reviewed by Quade [16] have been used in this work. The molecules are localized in the symmetric ‘trans’ 
and asymmetric ‘gauche’ configuration for the relative orientation of the  -OD and the CH2D- groups. 
 
The details of the IAM Hamiltonian can be found in elsewhere [17] here we will review only the essential points using 
essentially the Model pf Quade and Su [16]. The Hamiltonian can be written in the form 
  
H = +.I. + V()       ............ (1) 
 
where, I is the 4-dimensional moment of inertia matrix given by 
 

 I =      
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which is a symmetric matrix so the lower left of the diagonal is identical with that of the upper half of the diagonal. is the 
angular frequency column matrix given by 

   = 
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.........(3) 

 The internal rotational potential barrier function V() is given by 

 V() = ½
l




0

Vl(1 - cos l)       ............(4) 

Generally the terms up to V6 prove sufficient for the true representation of the barrier potential and z is the relative 
international angle between the -CH2D top and the –OD framework. The elements of the moment of inertia in equation (2) 
can be written in terms of seven products of inertia elements as given below: 
 IXX = IXX0 + 2IXX1 cos  I sin2  

 IYY = IYY0 + I sin2  

 IZZ = IZZ0 + 2IXX1 cos  

 I =   I 

 IXY =   IXX1 sin  I cos  sin     }            ........ (5) 

 IXZ =   IX sin  

 IX =   IX sin  

 IYZ=  IYZ1 sin  + IX cos  

 IY=  IX cos  

 IZ =   I IXX1 cos  

 The kinetic energy for internal rotation can be written as 

 ET  = [ T
(0) + T

(1) cos  + T
(2) sin2 ] p

2       .................... (6) 

  whereT
(0),T

(1) andT
(2) are reduced rotational constants. 

 
The pure torsional energies calculated up to the 15th torsional-rotational states for K=0 to 15, using the Hamiltonian 

parameters from given later and are presented in Appendix-I. It should be noted that the torsional sub-level pattern is 

similar to that of CH2DOH The torsional sub-level nomenclature as a function of the torsional vibrational quantum number 

is as follows: 

 

vt 1    2     3     4     5    6    7    8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------         ........ (7) 

σ e0   e1    o1   o2   e2   o3   e3    e4   o4   o5    e5    o6    e6   e7    o7 
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Where, σ is used to represent the torsional symmetry of the levels. The complete matrix elements are presented in a long 

tabular form and are included in Appendix-II. Both the Appendix I and II are being kept in a WEB SERVER which could 

be obtained by others via “Research Gate” or via direct e-mail 

 

Molecular Parameters used for CH2DOD (in cm-1) are 

A= 0.665094; B=0.736720; 2.9838098; V1= 3.20, V2=2.73 and V3=364.72;  andF() =  16.2692763;    
 
and, the major structural parameters used are given by  
(Bond Lengths): DCD =1.0961 Å, DCH =1.0961 Å; DCO =1.4271 Å; DOD =   0.9558 Ä;  OD TILT= 0.0562 Degrees. 
 
 For the first three torsional rotational states (e0, e1 and o1) the estimated accuracy of the torsional energy values is of the 
order of 0.5 cm-1, for the next three (o2, e2 and o3 ) the accuracy is of the order of 5 cm-1. For higher torsional rotational 
states the accuracy is expected to be within 10  cm-1.  The  
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calculated matrix elements are included in the Appendices and are being kept at the “Research Gate” web server, which 
can be accessed directly from Research Gate or via direct e-mail to the author. 
 
 In conclusion an internal axis method Hamiltonian model has been applied to evaluate the torsional-rotational 
molecular parameters of asymmetrically substituted methyl alcohol (CH2DOD) for the first time using previously observed 
molecular parameters obtained from microwave observations. The matrix elements between various torsional sub-levels up 
to very high lying torsional-rotational sub-levels for K= 0 to 15. fourth excited torsional state in the ground vibrational 
state. This table should prove valuable for the calculation of relative intensities of optically pumped FIR laser lines and 
identification of direct FIR and IR high resolution spectra. Improvement of the model can be made by considering for the 
centrifugal distortion effects explicitly. Secondly the model should also take into account the interaction of the even ‘trans’ 
states with the odd ‘gauche’ states. Finally, the torsional potential barrier coefficients should also include the terms like, 
½V4(1-cos4), ½V5(1-cos5), ½V6(1-cos6), but this would be possible when enough data become available 
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